How to...
Replace Wooden Standing Platform

Steps 1 to 3

1. Remove eight (8) nylock nuts (four per side) positioned underneath the wooden standing platform behind the aluminum rails.
2. Remove eight (8) washers (four per side) off of the bracket holding bolts.
3. Slide the support bracket off the eight (8) bolts.

Removal

Professional Rehab, V2 Max, Rack & Roll and Client Reformers

Steps 4 to 6

4. Position replacement bracket with wooden standing platform onto the eight (8) bolts.
5. Reattach all eight (8) washers and nylock nuts.
6. Ensure that all nuts are tightened.

Replacement
SPX Reformers

1. Remove the seven (7) screws from underneath the platform and attach it to the front support end of the Reformer.

2. Position the new wooden standing platform onto the front support end aligning the seven (7) pilot holes on its underside with the seven (7) screw holes in the frame of the front support end.

3. Insert and tighten all screws.
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